Assignment topics for the Part – III (Sociology) Honors and General
Examination
(For Honors)
Paper – V(Any One)
1. Give an outline of Gandhiji’s concept of trusteeship.
2. Discuss the Aryan social institution.

Paper VI (Any One)
1. Discuss the features of economic sociology.
2. Discuss the nature and scope of political sociology.

Paper VII (Any One)
1. Define migration. Discuss the factors of migration.
2. Explain the causes and consequences of the problems of illiteracy in India.

Paper VIII(Any One)
1. Explain the merits and demerits of observation method.
2. What is interview ? Discuss the types of interview.

Assignment (Pass Course) (যে যকোন ো একটি)
1. সমাজতোটিক তত্ত্ব কি? সমাজতাকত্ত্বি তত্ত্বত্ত্বর প্রিার ও বৈকিষ্ট্যগুকি আত্ত্বিাচনা ির।
(What is sociological theory? Discuss the types and characteristics of sociological
theory.)
2. সামাকজি িমম িী? ওত্ত্ব়েৈার দ্বারা কৈিকিত সামাকজি কি়োগুকির আত্ত্বিাচনা িরুন।
(What is social action? Discuss the types of social action as developed by Weber.)

Rules (Dos and Don’ts)
1. You have to submit 4 separate assignments for 4 different papers (Paper V, VI, VII, VIII). Each
assignment would carry 20 marks. The students of Pass Course would submit only one assignment.

2. You have to submit soft copy of each assignment. Please send it in the following id

deptsociologyrsm@gmail.com
3. The last date of submission of assignment is 13-08-2020 (Before 6 p.m). No submission after this
date would be accepted.
4. Please submit pdf copies of your assignment. The first page of the assignment should carry your
name, paper, title of assignment and other details.
5. Scan your assignment, make a pdf and send.
6. Those who do not have personal Internet connection, they can use any other connections to send
the mail.
7. The word limit for Honors students is 500; and for Pass Course Students 350.
8. There is a dedicated Whatsapp group for all kinds of assistance regarding the exam.

